Combustion Tuning Field Engineer

**Description:** Select and apply field service controls engineering techniques and procedures in the installation, modification, maintenance, repair, troubleshooting and startup large capacity (up to 225 MMBTU) multi fuel burners. This category is for personnel experienced in the combustion tuning for efficiency and EPA standards.

This position is a REMOTE position that can be supported from any location within 1 hour of a major airport. Please note that this position will require AT LEAST 20% travel during the slow seasons and up to 80% travel during production seasons (spring to fall). Travel is from your place of domicile and return.

Full time position with competitive wages based on your skills; offering vacation, 401k retirement, medical, dental, vision, other paid time off and more.

**Requirements:** Field test oil, gas, and liquid propane burners on Industrial Aggregate dryers.

Be familiar with adjusting for efficiency large capacity (70 to 225 MMBTU) industrial burners.

Adjust with ‘Package Burners’ 1 to 12 MMBTU and electrically verify safety interlocks.

Be able to install and trouble shoot PLC as well as relay logic burner controls.

US citizen able to travel into Canada.

**Application instructions:** Forward resume and salary requirements to: hr@gencor.com with combustion tuning in the subject line.

**Employer’s name and contact information:** Gencor Industries, contact person James Cook (407) 290-6000. Internet link: https://www.gencor.com/

---
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